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Q 1: Title:
MR

Q 2: Surname:
KENNEDY

Q 3: Given name:
JOHN

Q 4: Organisation:

Q 5: Residential or postal address:

Q 6: Town or suburb:

Q 7: State/territory:
NSW

Q 8: Postcode:

Q 9: Phone:

Q 10: Mobile:

Q 11: Country:
Australia

Q 12: Email:

Q 13: Please add your comments here:
In relation to the story in SMH about the 100 odd deaths in Sydney of residents affected by pollution from Burn-Offs
I am appalled and disgusted that we must put up with this Toxic unhealthy process
The answer is to restrict the RFS to doing this only when there are SOUTHERLY WINDS.
That way all the smoke pollution gets carried Northwards
If the burn-offs are south of Sutherland then only allow them to do it into Northerly Winds.
Why has this not already been Legislated as it is an obvious solution. Those small microcosms are scary as hell and the repercussions to our lungs / health may not be obvious until years down the track.

Q 14: Or, upload your comments:
N/A